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We investigate a learning algorithm in the context of nominal automata, an extension of classical
automata to alphabets featuring names. This class of automata captures nominal regular languages;
analogously to the classical language theory, nominal automata have been shown to characterise
nominal regular expressions with binders. These formalisms are amenable to abstract modelling
resource-aware computations.
We propose a learning algorithm on nominal regular languages with binders. Our algorithm
generalises Angluin’s L? algorithm with respect to nominal regular languages with binders. We show
the correctness and study the theoretical complexity of our algorithm.
1 Introduction
This paper combines nominal languages and learning automata to abstractly model computations con-
nected with resource awareness. Here, we do not restrict ourselves to a specific type of resources; rather
we think of resources in a very abstract and general sense. We use names as models of resources and
(abstract) operations on names as developed in nominal languages (see Section 2 for an overview) as
mechanisms to capture basic properties of resources; in particular we focus on the dynamic allocation
and deallocation of resources. More precisely, we take inspiration from binders with dynamic scoping of
nominal languages in an operational context based on finite state nominal automata. The states of these
automata have transitions to explicitly (i) allocate names, corresponding to scope extrusion of nominal
languages, and (ii) to deallocate names corresponding to garbage collection of (unused) names. Our
theory sets in the context of nominal regular expressions that transfer the traditional Kleene theorem to
the nominal framework adopted here. In fact, the class of nominal languages that we consider can be
characterised as those accepted by nominal automata or, equivalently, that can be generated by nominal
regular expressions. The latter algebraic presentation (that we borrow from the literature and review in
Section 2) features, besides the usual operations of regular expressions (union, concatenation, Kleene-star),
a name binding mechanism and a special resource-aware complementation operation. Our results rely on
the closure properties of these class of languages that has been already demonstrated in the literature.
In this context, we develop a learning algorithm for nominal automata. We take inspiration from the
L? algorithm of Angluin (also reviewed in Section 2). As we will see, the design of the algorithm requires
some ingenuity and opens up the possibility of interesting investigations due to richer structure brought in
by names and name binding.
Nominal languages and learning The pioneering work on languages on infinite alphabet is [21]. And,
the theory of nominal languages has been advocated as a suitable abstraction for computations with
resources emerging from the so-called nominal calculi which bred after the seminal work introducing the
pi-calculus [29, 28, 35]. Abstract theories capturing the computational phenomena in this context have
been developed in [16, 17, 15] in parallel with a theory of nominal automata [30, 14, 33]. The formal
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connections between these theories have been unveiled in [18]. Later, [25] proposed the notion of nominal
regular languages and the use of nominal automata as acceptors of such languages. As observed in [25, 4]
are not suitable to handle name binding as registers are ’global’; the nominal model in [4] is instead
closer (see also the comment below Example 11.4 of [4]) to history dependent automata [33], which are
also the inspiration for the model of automata in [25]. The nominal automata in [4] are (abstractions
of) deterministic HD-automata (which can be seen as ’implementation’ of orbit-finite nominal automata
following the connection between nominal and named set of [18]). This class of automata is more
expressive than the classes of automata capturing nominal regular expressions as ours or nominal Kleene
algebras [24]. In fact, as noted in [24] this automata accept languages with words having arbitrarely deep
nesting of binders. However, orbit-finite nominal automata are not closed under any reasonable notion of
complementation [4]. Note that the resource-sensitive complementation operation of [25] is essential in
our context. On the other hand, the use of symmetries to capture binding offers a more flexible mechanism
to express patterns or words that escape the constraints that the use of ’nested scoping’ imposes in our
language.
A main motivation for this proposal is the abstract characterisation of basic features of computations
with resources. For instance, nominal automata have applications to the verification of protocols and
systems [12, 13]. Other approaches to verify resource-aware computations have also been based on
automata models [3, 10, 11] employ usage automata (UA) to express and model check patterns of
resource-usage. A distinguishing feature of the approach in [25, 26] is that allocation and deallocation of
resources is abstracted away with binders. Inspired by the scope extrusion mechanism of the pi-calculus,
the allocation of a resource corresponds to an (explicit) operation that introduces a fresh name; likewise,
the deallocation of a resource corresponds to an (explicit) operation to “free” names. We illustrate this
idea with an example. Consider the following expression
Eˆ = 〈n.〈m.m〉?n〈k.k?〉n〉
which is a nominal regular expression where n,m,k are names, ? is the usual Kleene-star operation, and
subexpressions of the form 〈n.E〉 represent the binding mechanism whereby name n is bound (that is
“local”) to expression E. Intuitively, Eˆ describes a language of words starting with the allocation of a
freshly generated name, conventionally denoted n, followed by the words generated by the subexpression
〈m.m〉? post-fixed by n, and so on. Note that in Eˆ name m occurs in a nested binder for name n. According
to [25], Eˆ corresponds to the following nominal automaton:
q0start
q2
q3
q5
q6
q7
q4
〈〈
1
〈〈
2
〉〉 〈〈
1
2
〉〉
〉〉
which from the initial state q0 allocates a fresh name through the transition labelled 〈〈 to state q2. Notice
how bound names are rendered in the nominal automaton: they are concretely represented as (strictly
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positive) natural numbers. This allows us to abstract away from the identities of bound names. In fact, the
identity of bound names is immaterial and can be alpha-converted, that is replace with any other name
provided that the name has not been used already. The use of numbers enables a simple “implementation”
of alpha-conversion. More precisely, think of numbers as being addresses of registers of states. For
instance, q3 has 2 registers addressed by 1 and 2 respectively. Then the self-loop transition in state q3 can
consume any name n, provided that n is different than the name (currently) stored in register 1. Finally,
note that the content of registers is local to states; once a deallocation transition 〉〉 is fired, the content in
last allocated register is disregarded.
For a practical example, we consider a scenario based on servers to show how nominal regular
languages with binders can suitably specify usage policies of servers S1, . . . ,Sk, such that, ∀1≤ h≤ k Sh
offers operations {oh1 , . . . ,ohk}= Oh. Given an alphabet
Σ=
k⋃
h=1
{lih , loh}∪Oh where symbols lih , loh represent basic input and output activities
consider the regular expressions on Σ Eh = (lih〈s.ehloh〉)∗ eh = ( ∑
o∈Oh
o.eo)∗
Name s is a fresh session identifier which the symbol 〈 allocates when the session starts and the symbol 〉
deallocates when the session ends. Note that s may occur in eh to e.g., avoid re-authentication. Resources
(activities, sessions, operations, etc.) can be abstracted as letters and names, and the (de)allocation
represent the binding and freshness conditions. Intuitively, we give the following nominal regular
expressions with Σ=
⋃k
h=1{lih , loh}∪{readFead,updateProfile} and n1 6= n2 be distinct names. Operations
readFeed, updateProfile allow users read a feed and to update a profile.
E1 = (li1〈n1.e1lo1〉)∗ e1 = (n readFeed+updateProfile E2)∗ E2 = (li2〈n2.e2lo2〉)∗
From the above equations, we see clearly the binders delimit the scope of n1 and n2. And, n2 is nested in
n1. Intuitively, the approach above relaxes the condition of classical language theory that the alphabet of
a language is constant. Binder allow us to extend the alphabet “dynamically”. This is strongly related
to other approaches in the literature, where languages over infinite alphabets are considered. A form
of regular expressions, called UB-expressions, for languages on infinite alphabets investigated in [22].
In [37] pebble automata are compared to register automata. This class of languages are not suitable for
our purposes as they do not account for freshness.
Alternative approaches investigating languages over infinite alphabets are those in [4, 36]. A finite
representation of nominal sets and automata with data symmetries and permutations is given in [4]; this
presentation differs from the one in [26]. Using the equivalence in [18], the nominal regular expressions
with binders of [26] can be transferred into the context as the style of [4]. In fact, permutations permit to
encode name binding and give an implicit representation of name scoping in nominal words. On the other
hand, [36] defines bar strings and considers another representation of nominal sets and automata with
binders, regular expressions, and non-deterministic nominal automata over them. An example of bar string
with names a, b, and c is ab|ccb that represents a word where name c following a is bound in the rest of
the string. A key observation is that in [4] the scope of binders models load freshness and it is fixed: once
stated, the scope extends as far as possible “to the right”. In our setting, this would account to allocate a
resource and never deallocate, that is, |b in [4] corresponds to the notation 〈〈b.b of [26] where the angled
bracket opens the scope of the binder restricting the occurrences of name b after the dot symbol; in this
notation 〉〉 are used to close the scope opened by 〈〈. To illustrate the differences from [26], we consider
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the example under local freshness semantics [4, p. 5]. Let A be a set of names, and a, b, and c be names
in A, {|a|b, |a|a} is alpha-equivalent to {|a|a}, unlike in [26] where is {〈〈a.a〉〉〈〈b.b〉〉,〈〈a.a〉〉〈〈a.a〉〉} is
alpha-equivalent to {〈〈a.a〉〉〈〈b.b〉〉} while {〈〈a.a〈〈b.b〉〉〉〉,〈〈a.a〈〈a.a〉〉〉〉} is alpha-equivalent to {〈〈a.a〈〈b.b〉〉〉〉}.
Thus, without the closing scope, the two kinds of context are not easily transferred to each other. Bar
string |a|ba could be corresponding to 〈〈a.a〈〈b.b〉〉a〉〉 or 〈〈a.a〈〈b.ba〉〉〉〉 under open conditions. However, if
|a|ba is a word in the language {cdc ∈ A3 | c 6= d}, |a|ba is corresponding to 〈〈a.a〈〈b.b〉〉a〉〉.
One of the most known and used learning algorithm is L? introduced by Angluin [1]. As surveyed in
Section 2, given a regular language, L? creates a deterministic automaton that accepts the language. This
is done by mimicking the “dialogue” between a learner and a teacher; the former poses questions about
the language to the latter. In L? there are two types of queries the learner can ask the teacher: membership
queries allow the learner to check whether a word belongs to the input language while with equivalence
queries the learner checks if an automaton accepts or not the language. The automaton is “guessed” by
the learner according to the answers the teacher provides to queries. The outcome of an equivalence
query may be a counterexample selected by the teacher to exhibit that the automaton does not accept the
language.
The L? algorithm has been extended to several classes of languages [6, 31, 32]. Using a categorical
approach, the L? algorithm has been generalised to other classes of automata such as Moore and Mealy [20].
An interesting line of research is the one explored in [6] which applies learning automata to distributed
systems based on message-passing communications to learn communicating finite-state machines [7] from
message-sequence charts. Applications of learning automata are in [32] and [31]. The former defines a
framework based on L? to fully automatise an incremental assume-guarantee verification technique and
the latter proposes an optimised approach for integrated testing of complex systems.
Variants of Angluin’s algorithm for languages over infinite alphabets have attracted researchers’
attention. An L? algoritm for register automata is given in [5] where so-called session automata support
the notion of fresh data values. Session automata are defined over pairs of finite-infinite alphabets.
Interestingly, session automata also have a canonical form to decide equivalence queries.
Like [5], [8] works on register automata and data language but the latter aims to the application of
dynamic black-box analysis. The key point is that [8] uses a tree queries instead of membership queries
and ensures the observation tables closeness and register-consistency. Further, [8] defines a new version
of equivalence to achieve the correctness and termination of the algorithm.
Recently, [9] proposes a learning algorithm which extends L? to nominal automata. The main
difference between our approach and the one in [9] is the representation of nominal languages and
nominal automata. Language theories for infinite alphabets [4, 34] are used in [9], handling names
through finitely-supported permutations. Accordingly, in [9] observation tables and the states of nominal
automata are orbit-finite. Another difference is the operation on counterexamples. Unlike in L?, [9] adds
the counterexamples into columns. It is an interesting research direction to optimise our work on the
operations of the counterexamples in the future.
Main contributions Our main objective is to develop a learning algorithm for nominal languages, with
a focus on resources. The baseline to tackle this objective is the use of binders and languages on infinite
alphabets. Section 3 collects our main results.
Our first achievement is the design of a learning algorithm that generalises Angluin’s L? algorithm
to nominal regular languages with binders. We call our algorithm nL? (after nominal L?), as a tribute
to Angluin’s work. This is attained by retaining the basic scheme of L? (query / response dialogue
been a learner and a teacher) and ideas of L? (the represenation of a finite state automaton with specific
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a observation table). Technically, this requires a revision of the main concepts of Angluin’s theory.
In particular, the type of queries and answers now have to account for names and the allocation and
deallocation operations on them. Consequently, we have to reconsider the data structure to represent
observation tables and hence the notions of closedness and consistency.
Interestingly, this revision culminates in Theorem 4 and Theorem 5 respectively showing how the
learned nominal automata associated behave and the correctness of nL?. Finally, we discuss the complexity
of nL?.
2 Background
We survey the principal concepts need in the rest of the paper. In particular, we review basics of formal
language theory, its nominal counterpart, and the learning algorithm of Angluin’s L? [1].
2.1 Regular Languages
Regular Languages, regular expressions and finite automata have a well-known relationship established by
the Kleene theorem [23]. A regular language can be represented by regular expressions and accepted by a
finite state automaton. In this section, we introduce necessary notions and definitions for these concepts.
An alphabet is a set (whose elements are often called letters or symbols). We denote a finite alphabet
as Σ. A word is a sequence of symbols of an alphabet. Let w be a word, we denote the length of w as |w|.
The word of length zero is called empty word and denoted by ε . The concatenation of two words is denoted
as · . We define Σ? =⋃∞n=0Σn, where Σ0 = {ε} and for each n > 0, Σn = {w ·w′ ∣∣ w ∈ Σ and w′ ∈ Σn−1}.
A language L is a set of words over an alphabet Σ, that is, L⊆ Σ?.
Other language operations we use are concatenation, union, Kleene-star and complementation.
Assuming that L and L′ are languages over Σ, we have the following standard definitions:
• concatenation L ·L′ = {w ·w′ ∣∣ w ∈ L and w′ ∈ L′},
• union L∪L′ = {w ∣∣ w ∈ L or w ∈ L′},
• Kleene-star L? =⋃∞n=0 Ln ={ {ε} n = 0Ln−1 ·L n 6= 0 ,
• complementation LC = {w ∈ Σ? ∣∣ w /∈ L}.
A regular expressions over Σ is a term derived from the grammar where a ∈ Σ:
re ::= ε
∣∣ /0 ∣∣ a ∣∣ re+ re ∣∣ re · re ∣∣ re?
(where operators are listed in inverse order of precedence). Given two regular expressions re and re′,
re+ re′ denotes the union of re and re′, re · re′ denotes the concatenation of re and re′, and re? denotes the
Kleene-star of re.
A finite automaton over alphabet Σ is a five-tuple M = 〈Q,q0,F,δ 〉 such that Q is a finite set of states,
q0 is the initial state, F ⊆ Q is the finite set of final states, δ ⊆ Q×Σ×Q is a relation from states and
alphabet symbols to states. The automaton M is deterministic when δ is a function on Q×Σ→ Q. We
extend the transition relation δ to Σ? in the obvious way, define the language of an automaton M as usual,
and denote it as L(M).
It is well-known that regular expressions denote regular languages; we letL (re) denote the language
of a regular expression re.
Theorem 1 ([19]). A language L is regular iff there exists a finite automaton M such that L = L(M).
Moreover, there exists a minimal finite automaton M accepting L and M is unique.
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2.2 Nominal Languages
We use the nominal regular expressions introduced in [26, 27]. Languages over infinite alphabets are
generalised to nominal automata and nominal expressions [4, 26, 27, 36, 37]. The approach in [26] is
distinguished by the use of names and binders in the expressions. In the following, we recall the basic
notions first and then we survey nominal languages [26]. Hereafter, we fix a countably infinite set of
namesN .
A nominal language overN and Σ is a set of nominal words w overN and Σ, that is terms derived
by the grammar
w ::= ε
∣∣ a ∣∣ n ∣∣ w ·w ∣∣ 〈〈n.w〉〉 where n ∈N and a ∈ Σ
A name is bound in a word when it occurs in the scope of a binder. Occurrences of names not bound are
called free. For example, n is bound in word 〈〈n.na〉〉m while m is free.
A nominal regular expression is a term derived from the grammar
ne ::= ε
∣∣ /0 ∣∣ a ∣∣ n ∣∣ ne+ne ∣∣ ne ·ne ∣∣ ne? ∣∣ 〈n.ne〉 where n ∈N and a ∈ Σ
In nominal expressions, binders are represented as 〈n. 〉 for n ∈N . If the names in a nominal expression
are all bound, the nominal expression is closed. Nominal regular expressions denote nominal languages.
Definition 1. [26] The nominal languageL (ne) of a nominal regular expression ne is defined as
• L (ε) = {ε} L ( /0) = /0 L (a) = {a} L (n) = {n}
• L (ne1+ne2) =L (ne1)∪L (ne2)
• L (ne1 ·ne2) =L (ne1) ·L (ne2) = {w · v
∣∣ w ∈L (ne1),v ∈L (ne2)}
• L (ne?) = ⋃
k∈N
L (ne)k, whereL (ne)k =
{ {ε} k = 0
L (ne) ·L (ne)k−1 k 6= 0
• L (〈n.ne〉) = {〈〈n.w〉〉 ∣∣ w ∈L (ne)}.
The closure properties of nomianl regular languages are stated below:
Theorem 2. [26] Nominal regular languages are closed under union, intersection, and resource sensitive
complementation.
The main difference with respect to classical regular expressions is on complementation. Since, the
complement ofL (ne) is not a nominal regular language, the classical complementation does not work in
the nominal case. Therefore, [26] give the following definition:
Definition 2. [26] Let ne be a nominal regular expression. The resource sensitive complement ofL (ne)
is the set {w /∈L (ne) ∣∣ θ(w)≤ θ(ne)} where
• ne ∈ {ε, /0}∪N ∪Σ =⇒ θ(ne) = 0
• ne = ne1+ne2 or ne1 ·ne2 =⇒ θ(ne) = max(θ(ne1),θ(ne2))
• ne = 〈n.ne〉 =⇒ 1+θ(ne)
• ne = ne? =⇒ θ(ne).
and the depth θ of a word is defined as the depth the corresponding expression.
We now define the notions of nominal automata adopted here. Let N be the set of natural numbers and
define n = {1, · · · ,n} for each n ∈ N. Considering a set of states Q paired with a map ‖ ‖ : Q→ N, let us
define the local registers of q ∈ Q to be ‖q‖. We use a definition of nominal automata [25] as Definition 3.
Moreover, we describe how to allocate names via maps σ : ‖q‖→N .
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Definition 3 (Nominal Automata [25]). Let Nfin ⊂N be a finite set of names. A nominal automaton
with binders over Σ andNfin, (Σ,Nfin)-automaton for short, is a tuple M = 〈Q,q0,F,δ 〉 such that
• Q is a finite set of states equipped with a map ‖ ‖ : Q→ N
• q0 is the initial state and ‖q0‖= 0
• F is the finite set of final states and ‖q‖= 0 for each q ∈ F
• for each q∈Q and α ∈ Σ∪Nfin∪{ε,〈〈,〉〉}, we have a set δ (q,α)⊆Q such that for all q′ ∈ δ (q,α)
must hold:
– α = 〈〈 =⇒ ‖q′‖= ‖q‖+1
– α =〉〉 =⇒ ‖q′‖= ‖q‖−1
– otherwise =⇒ ‖q′‖= ‖q‖
A transition is a triple (q,α,q′) such that q′ ∈ δ (q,α).
A nominal automaton M is deterministic if, for each q ∈ Q,{ |δ (q,α)|= 0, if (α = 〈〈 and ‖q‖= max{‖q′‖ | q′ ∈ Q}) or (α =〉〉 and ‖q‖= 0)
|δ (q,α)|= 1, otherwise .
Let M = 〈Q,q0,F,δ 〉 be a nominal automata over Σ andNfin, we denote the image of a map σ by Im(σ)
and the empty map by /0. Let q be a state, w be a word whose free names are in Nfin ∪ Im(σ) and
σ : ‖q‖→N be a map, a configuration of M is denoted by 〈q,w,σ〉. A configuration 〈q,w,σ〉 is initial
if q = q0, w is a word whose free names are inNfin, and σ = /0; a configuration 〈q,w,σ〉 is accepting if
q ∈ F , w = ε , and σ = /0. Given q,q′ ∈ Q and two configurations t = 〈q,w,σ〉 and t ′ = 〈q′,w′,σ ′〉, M
moves from t to t ′ if there is s ∈ Σ∪N ∪{ε,〈〈,〉〉}∪N such that q′ ∈ δ (q,s) and
s ∈ ‖q‖, w = σ(s)w′, σ ′ = σ and ∀n > s : σ(s) 6= σ(n)
s ∈Nfin \ Im(σ) w = aw′, σ ′ = σ
s ∈ Σ w = aw′, σ ′ = σ
s = ε w = w′, σ ′ = σ
s = 〈〈 w = 〈〈w′, σ ′ = σ [‖q′‖ 7→ n]
s =〉〉 w =〉〉w′, σ ′ = σ|‖q′‖
where σ [‖q′‖ 7→ n] extends σ by allocating the maximum index in ‖q‖ to n and σ|‖q′‖′ is restriction on
‖q′‖ of σ . The language accepted by M is the set of nominal words w such that M moves from the initial
configuration 〈q,w,σ〉 to an accepting configuration. (For more details see [25, 27]).
Theorem 3. [26] Every language recognised by a nominal automaton is representable by a nominal
regular expression. Conversely, every language represented by a nominal regular expression is acceptable
by a nominal automaton.
2.3 Angluin’s Algorithm L?
The algorithm L? was introduced in [1] to learn a finite automaton accepting a given regular language L
over an alphabet Σ. The basic idea of the algorithm is to implement a dialogue between a learner and a
teacher. The learner may ask the teacher for membership queries “w ∈ L?” to check whether a word w is
in the given language. Moreover, the learner may submit an automaton M to the teacher who replies “yes”
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if L(M) = L, or provides a counter-example showing that L(M) 6= L. The teacher is assumed to answer
all the learner’s questions correctly.
Key data structures of L? are observation tables representing finite predicates of words over Σ
classifying them as members of L or not.
Definition 4 (Observation Tables [1]). An observation table (S,E,T ) consists of nonempty finite languages
S,E ⊆ Σ? such that S is prefix-closed and E is suffix-closed, and a function T : (S∪S ·Σ) ·E→{0,1}.
The rows of an observation table are labelled by elements of S∪S ·Σ, and the columns are labelled
by elements of E with the entry for row s and column e given by T (s · e). A row of the table can be
represented by a function row(s) : E→{0,1} such that row(s)(e) = T (s · e). A word s · e is a member of
L of (S,E,T ) iff T (s · e) = 1. An observation table (S,E,T ) is closed when
∀w ∈ S ·Σ .∃s ∈ S .row(w) = row(s)
An observation table (S,E,T ) is consistent when for all a ∈ Σ and all s,s′ ∈ S
row(s) = row(s′) =⇒ row(sa) = row(s′a)
A closed and consistent observation table (S,E,T ) has an associated finite automaton M = (Q,δ ,q0,F)
given by
• Q = {row(s) ∣∣ s ∈ S},
• q0 = row(ε),
• F = {row(s) ∣∣ row(s)(ε) = 1,s ∈ S},
• δ (row(s),a) = row(s ·a), a ∈ Σ.
To see that this is a well-defined automaton, note that the initial state is defined since S is prefix-closed
and must contain ε . Similarly, E is suffix-closed and must contain ε . And, if s,s′ ∈ S,row(s) = row(s′),
then T (s) = T (s · ε) and T (s′) = T (s′ · ε) are equal as defined. The transition function is well-defined
since the table is closed and consistent. Suppose s and s′ are elements of S such that row(s) = row(s′).
Since the table (S,E,T ) is consistent, ∀a ∈ Σ,row(sa) = row(s′a). And the value of row(sa) is equal to
such a row(s′′) for an s′′ ∈ S, since the table is closed.
The learning process of L? is shown in Figure 1. Let L be the input regular language over an alphabet
Σ. Initially, the observation table ({ε},{ε},T ) is such that T is initialised by asking for membership
queries about ε and each element in Σ (line 2). Then the algorithm enters into the main loop (lines 3-23).
Inside of the main loop, a while loop tests the current observation table (S,E,T ) for closedness (line 5)
and consistency (line 11).
If the current observation table (S,E,T ) is not closed, the algorithm finds s′ in S ·Σ such that row(s′)
is different from row(s) for all s ∈ S. Then the word s′ is added into S and new rows are added for words
s′ ·a for all a ∈ Σ. Thus, T is extended to (S∪S ·Σ) ·E by asking for membership queries about missing
elements.
Similarly, if (S,E,T ) is not consistent, the algorithm finds s1,s2 ∈ S,e ∈ E, and a ∈ Σ such that
row(s1) = row(s2) but row(s1 ·a)(e) 6= row(s2 ·a)(e). The word a · e is added into E. That is, each row in
the table has a new column a ·e. T is extended to (S∪S ·Σ) ·E by asking for missing elements row(s)(a ·e)
for all s ∈ (S∪S ·Σ).
An associated automaton M is constructed when the observation table (S,E,T ) is closed and consistent.
And then, an equivalence query about M is asked for. The algorithm terminates and outputs M when the
teacher replies “yes” to the query. If the teacher replies with a counterexample c, the word c and all its
prefixes are added into S, and then T is extended by asking membership queries about new entries in
(S∪S ·Σ) ·E. Then, a new round for the main loop of closedness and consistency starts.
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1: Initialisation: S = {ε},E = {ε}.
2: Construct the initial observation table (S,E,T ) by asking for membership queries about (S∪S ·Σ) ·E.
3: repeat
4: while (S,E,T ) is not closed or not consistent do
5: if (S,E,T ) is not closed then
6: find s′ ∈ S ·Σ such that
7: row(s) 6= row(s′) for all s ∈ S ,
8: add s′ into S,
9: extend T to (S∪S ·Σ) ·E using membership queries.
10: end if
11: if (S,E,T ) is not consistent then
12: find s1,s2 ∈ S,e ∈ E and a ∈ Σ such that
13: row(s1) = row(s2) and row(s1 ·a)(e) 6= row(s2 ·a)(e),
14: Add a · e into E,
15: extend T to (S∪S ·Σ) ·E using membership queries.
16: end if
17: end while
18: Construct an automaton M from table (S,E,T ) and ask teacher an equivalence query.
19: if teacher replies a counterexample c then
20: add c and all its prefixes into S.
21: extend T to (S∪S ·Σ) ·E using membership queries.
22: end if
23: until teacher replies yes to equivalence query M.
24: Halt and output M.
Figure 1: The learner in L?.
3 Nominal Learning
In this section, we introduce our learning algorithm based on nominal automata. Our teacher still answers
two kinds of queries: membership queries and equivalence queries regarding a target nominal regular
language.
3.1 Preliminaries
Before introducing our learning algorithm, some auxiliary notions are necessary to give a concrete
representation of nominal languages and automata. In fact, binders yield infinitely many equivalent
representation of nominal words due to alpha-conversion. For instance, 〈〈n.n〉〉 and 〈〈m.m〉〉 are the same
nominal word up-to renaming of their bound name. We introduce canonical expressions to give a finitary
representation of nominal regular languages.
Definition 5 (Canonical expressions). Let 1≤ n ∈ N a natural number and ne a closed nominal regular
expression. The n-canonical representation χ(ne,n) of ne is defined as follows
• ne ∈ {ε, /0}∪Σ =⇒ χ(ne,n) = ne
• χ(ne+ne′,n) = χ(ne,n)+χ(ne′,n)
• χ(ne ·ne′,n) = χ(ne,n) ·χ(ne′,n),
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• χ(ne∗,n) = (χ(ne,n))∗
• ne = 〈n.ne′〉 =⇒ χ(ne,n) = 〈n.χ(ne′[n/n],n+1)〉
where ne′[n/n] is the capture-avoiding substitution of n for n in ne′. The canonical representation of ne is
the term χ(ne,1).
Note that the map χ( , ) does not change the structure of the nominal regular expression ne. Basically,
χ( , ) maps nominal regular expressions to terms where names are concretely represented as positive
numbers.
Example 1. Given Σ= {a,b}, we give some examples of canonical representations of nominal expres-
sions.
• aba is the canonical representations of itself; indeed χ(aba,1) = aba
• χ(〈n.an〉,1) = χ(〈m.am〉,1) = 〈1.a1〉 is the canonical representation of both 〈n.an〉 and 〈m.am〉
• the canonical representation of ne = 〈n.an〈m.nbm〉〉〈m.m〉 is χ(ne,1) = 〈1.a1χ((〈m.1bm〉),2)〈1.1〉
= 〈1.a1〈2.1b2〉〉〈1.1〉.
Note that the map χ( , ) replaces names with numbers so that alpha-equivalent expressions are mapped
to the same term (second example above).
Canonical expressions are the linguistic counter part of the mechanism used in the definition of
(Σ,N f in)-automaton give in [27], where transitions with indexes can consume bound names of words.
Thus, we use canonical expressions in order to represent nominal languages concretely.
Fix a nominal regular language L, in our algorithm, the learner asks for membership queries about
legal words. If a word w is not legal, the learner marks it as ⊥ in the observation table. The membership
query consists of a legal word w and it has the following possible answers:
• if w ∈ L, the answer is “1”,
• if w is a prefix of a word in L, the answer is “P”,
• otherwise, the answer is “0”.
As in Angluin’s L? algorithm, only the teacher knows L. Unlike in L?, the learner in our algorithm
does not know the whole alphabet An. The learner knows Σ initially and learns names via counterexamples.
We will see that the learner knows the whole alphabet when the algorithm terminates.
Remark. The answer “P” is used for efficiency. In fact, the teacher could answer “0” instead of “P”.
However, this would require the learner to ask more membership or equivalence queries. This is confirmed
by some experimental results that are not in scope of this paper.
3.2 Nominal observation tables
Observation tables are pivotal data structure to ensure the algorithm’s functionalities. A closed and
consistent observation table allows us to construct a minimal automaton. We extend Angluin’s observation
tables to nominal observation tables, n-observation tables for short.
Definition 6 (n-observation table). A legal word is a prefix of a nominal word; the depth ‖w‖ of a legal
word w is the highest number of nested binders in w. Let
A0 = Σ and An = {〈〈,〉〉}∪Σ∪n for 0 < n ∈ N
A tuple (S,E,T,An) is an n-observation table if
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• S⊆ An∗ is a prefix-closed set of legal strings, for all s ∈ S,‖s‖ ≤ n,
• E ⊆ An∗ is suffix-closed,
• T : (S∪S ·An) ·E→{0,1,P,⊥}.
As in Angluin’s definition, an n-observation table (S,E,T,An) consists of rows labelled by legal words
in S∪S ·An and columns labelled by words in E:
row : (S∪S ·An)→ (E→{0,1,P,⊥})
row(s)(e) = T (s · e)
In order to reflect the layers of nominal automata, we use ‖ ‖ to distinguish rows. Therefore, we need
the following auxiliary notion of equivalence of rows: in an n-observation table (S,E,T,An), for all
s,s′ ∈ S∪S ·An,
row(s) .= row(s′) ⇐⇒ row(s) = row(s′) and ‖s‖= ‖s′‖.
Accordingly, the definition of closed and consistent table changes as follows.
Definition 7 (Closed and Consistent Tables). An n-observation table (S,E,T,An) is closed when
∀s′ ∈ S ·An.∃s ∈ S. row(s′) .= row(s).
An n-observation table (S,E,T,An) is consistent when
∀α ∈ An.∀s,s′ ∈ S row(s) .= row(s′) =⇒ row(sα) .= row(s′α).
3.3 From n-observation tables to nominal automata
Analogously to Angluin’s theory, closed and consistent n-observation tables correspond to deterministic
finite nominal automata.
Definition 8. The (Σ,N f in)-automaton M = (Q,q0,F,δ ) associated with a closed and consistent n-
observation table (S,E,T,An) is defined as
• Σ= An \{{〈〈,〉〉}∪n},N f in = n,
• a set of states Q = {(row(s),‖s‖) | s ∈ S} with a map ‖ ‖M, and ‖q‖M = ‖s‖ for each q =
(row(s),‖s‖) ∈ Q,
• an initial state q0 = (row(ε),‖ε‖),
• a set of final states F = {(row(s),‖s‖) | row(s)(ε) = 1,‖s‖= 0 and s ∈ S},
• A transition function is a partial function δ : Q×An→Q: for all s∈ S,α ∈An, δ ((row(s),‖s‖),α)=
(row(sα),‖sα‖) if sα ∈ S∪S ·An.
Accordingly, we define a partial function δ ∗ : Q×An∗→ Q inductively as follows
δ ∗(q,ε) = q
δ ∗(q,aw) = δ ∗(δ (q,a),w)
for all a ∈ An, w ∈ An∗, q ∈ Q. Note that δ ∗(q,a) = δ ∗(q,a · ε) = δ ∗(δ (q,a),ε) = δ (q,a).
Lemma 1. Let M = (Q,q0,F,δ ) be the automaton associated with a closed and consistent n-observation
table (S,E,T,An). Suppose w,u ∈ An∗. We have δ ∗(q,w ·u) = δ ∗(δ ∗(q,w),u) for all q ∈ Q.
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Proof. By induction on length of w.
Theorem 4. Assume that M = (Q,q0,F,δ ) is the automaton associated with a closed and consistent
n-observation table (S,E,T,An).
• For all w in S∪S ·An, δ ∗(q0,w) = (row(w),‖w‖).
• For all w in S∪S ·An and u in E, δ ∗(q0,w ·u) in F if and only if
row(w)(u) = 1.
Proof. Let w = w′a in S∪S ·An and u = a ·u′ in E.
Since S is prefix-closed, all prefixes of w are in S, that is, w′ is in S. We know:
δ ∗(q0,w) = δ ∗(q0,w′a)
= δ ∗(δ ∗(q0,w′),a) by Lemma 1
= δ ∗((row(w′),‖w′‖),a) by induction hypothesis
= δ ((row(w′),‖w′‖),a) by the definition of δ ∗
= (row(w′a),‖w′a‖) by the definition of δ
= (row(w),‖w‖)
Since E is suffix-closed, all suffixes of u are in E. Depending on the length of u, we have two situations.
• When u = ε , row(w)(u) = row(w)(ε) and δ ∗(q0,w · u) = δ ∗(q0,w). From preceding proof,
δ ∗(q0,w) = (row(w),‖w‖). Because the table is closed, there is a w′ ∈ S such that row(w′) .=
row(w). δ ∗(q0,w · u) is in F if and only if row(w′) is in F from the definition of F . Thus
row(w′)(ε) = row(w)(ε) = 1, that is, row(w)(u) = 1.
• Assume that when the length of u′ ∈E is n, we have that for all w in S∪S ·An and u in E, δ ∗(q0,w ·u)
in F if and only if row(w)(u) = 1. Let u = au′ and u ∈ E. Because the table is closed, there is a
w′ ∈ S such that row(w′) .= row(w).
δ ∗(q0,w ·u) = δ ∗(δ ∗(q0,w),u) by Lemma 1
= δ ∗((row(w),‖w‖),u) by preceding proof
= δ ∗((row(w′),‖w′‖),u) since row(w′) = row(w)
= δ ∗((row(w′),‖w′‖),au′) u = au′
= δ ∗(row(w′ ·a),u′) by closedness and definition of δ
= δ ∗(δ ∗(q0,w′ ·a),u′) by preceding proof
= δ ∗(q0,w′ ·a ·u′)
By induction hypothesis on u′, δ ∗(q0,w′ ·a ·u′) is in F if only if row(w′ ·a)(u′) = 1. Because row(w) .=
row(w′) and u = au′, row(w′ ·a)(u′) = T (w′ ·a ·u′) = row(w′)(a ·u′) = row(w′)(u) = row(w)(u). There-
fore δ ∗(q0,w ·u) in F if and only if row(w)(u) = 1.
We are now ready to introduce a learning algorithm for our nominal automata.
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1: Initialisation: S = {ε},E = {ε}, n = 0
2: Asking for membership queries about ε and each a ∈ An build the initial observation table (S,E,T,An).
3: repeat
4: while (S,E,T,An) is not closed or consistent do
5: if (S,E,T,An) is not closed then
6: find s′ ∈ S ·An such that row(s) .= row(s′) is not satisfied for all s ∈ S
7: add s′ into S
8: extend T to (S∪S ·An) ·E using membership queries.
9: end if
10: if (S,E,T,An) is not consistent then
11: find s1,s2 ∈ S,e ∈ E and a ∈ An such that row(s1) .= row(s2) but row(s1 ·a)(e) 6= row(s2 ·a)(e).
12: Add a · e into E
13: extend T to (S∪S ·An) ·E using membership queries.
14: end if
15: end while
16: Construct an automata M associated to (S,E,T,An).
17: Ask equivalence query about M.
18: if teacher replies a counterexample c then
19: add c and all its prefixes into S.
20: extend An with ‖s‖ for all s ∈ S, ‖s‖> 0.
21: extend T to (S∪S ·An) ·E using membership queries.
22: end if
23: until teacher replies yes to M.
24: Halt and output M.
Figure 2: The learner of Learning Algorithm for Nominal Automaton
4 The nL? Algorithm
We dubbed our algorithm nL?, after nominal L?. The algorithm is shown in Figure 2. The learner in
nL? is similar to the one in L?. Basically, our learner modifies the initial n-observation table until it
becomes closed and consistent in the nominal sense (according to notions introduced before). When the
current n-observation table (S,E,T,An) is closed and consistent, the learner would ask the teacher if the
automaton associated with (S,E,T,An) accepts the input language L. If this is the case, the teacher will
reply “yes” and the learning process halts. Otherwise, the learning process continues after the teacher has
produced a counterexample.
Because of the new definitions of closedness and consistency, we refine some actions about checking
closedness (line 6) and consistency (line 11). If the current n-observation table (S,E,T,An) is not
closed, the learner finds a row s′ such that for no s ∈ S we have row(s′) .= row(s). If (S,E,T,An) is not
consistent, the learner finds a word a · e, with a ∈ An and e ∈ E, such that for some s1 ∈ S and s2 ∈ S with
row(s1)
.
= row(s2), we have row(s1 ·a)(e) 6= row(s2 ·a)(e).
The main difference with respect to the algorithm of Angluin is that the learner has partial knowledge
of the alphabet. The alphabet An is enlarged by adding names (line 20) during the learning process. More
precisely, the learner expands the alphabet if the counterexample requires to allocate fresh names. When
names are required, the operators of allocations and deallocations are added into An. When the algorithm
terminates, the learner’s alphabet An is the alphabet of the given language. Like in the original algorithm,
our algorithm terminates when the teacher replies “yes” to an equivalence query.
We now show that nL? is correct. That is, that eventually the teacher replies “yes” to an equivalence
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query. In other word, nL? terminates with a “yes” answer to an equivalence query. Hence, the automaton
submitted in the query accepts the input language.
Theorem 5. The algorithm terminates, hence it is correct.
Proof. We show that the if- and the while-statements terminate. Let us consider the if-statements first.
It is easy to check that closedness and consistency are decidable because these properties require just
the inspection of the n-observation table (which is finite). Hence, the if-statements starting at lines 5
and 10 never diverge because their guards do not diverge and their then-branch is a finite sequence of
assignments:
• The if-statement for closedness (line 5) terminates directly if the table is closed. Otherwise, in case
of making a table closed, we find a row s′ ∈ S ·An such that row(s′) .= row(s) is not satisfied for all
s ∈ S. The algorithm adds s′ into S. Since An is finite and bounded by n, the sets S and E are both
finite. Thus, S ·An is a finite set and there are finitely many choices for s′. That is, line 7 can only be
executed finitely times. Besides, the content of rows is one of the permutations and combinations of
{0,1,P,⊥} which also has finite possibilities. So we conclude that the branch terminates.
• Similarly, the if-statement for consistency (line 10) terminates directly if the table is consistent.
Otherwise, to make the table consistent the algorithm searches for two rows s1,s2 ∈ S satisfying the
condition at line 11. As in the previous case for closedness, to add elements into E there are only
finitely many possibilities s1, s2, a, and e (line 12). Thus, the branch of the if-statement terminates.
Therefore, the while-statement (line 4) terminates in finite repetitions, since the algorithm makes a table
closed and consistent in finite operations. Then, the algorithm will succeed in construct an automata M
associated to a closed and consistent table. Next, the learner asks for an equivalence query. The teacher
replies a counterexample c (line 18) or yes (line 23). It remains to prove that the learner only asks finitely
many equivalence queries.
Let M be the nominal automaton associated to the current n-observation table (S,E,T,An). Assume
that the equivalence query about M fails. The teacher has to find a counterexample c; this is finitely
computable since the nominal regular expressions are closed under the operations of Kleene algebra and
under resource complementation. Hence, the if-statement on line 18 goes the branch extending the table
(line 19). Then, the algorithm will start a new loop (line 4) for the modified table by the counterexamples.
We can prove that a closed and consistent table builds a minimal finite automaton (omitted for space
reasons). A new automaton M′ will be constructed when the extended table (S,E,T,An) is closed and
consistent. Since M′ handles the counterexample, M′ has more equivalent states to the minimal automaton
accepted the given language, compared with M. Repeating this process, the automaton associated with
a closed and consistent table has the same number of the minimal automaton which accepted the given
language. Since the minimal automaton is unique, the two minimal automata are equal. The teacher relies
yes to the automaton at such a point. Therefore, with respect to the number of the states of the minimal
automaton accepted the given language, equivalence queries are finite and the algorithm terminates
finally.
In the following, we analyse the number of queries and the execution time of nL? in the worst case.
Let M be the minimal automaton accepting the given language and let M have s states. Let b be a bound
on the maximum length of the counterexamples presented by the teacher.
From the Figure 2 (line 1), we know that S and E contain one element λ initially. As the algorithm
runs, it will add one element to S when (S,E,T,An) is not closed (line 8). And it will add one element to
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E when (S,E,T,An) is not consistent (line13). For each counterexample of length at most b presented by
the teacher, the algorithm will add at most b elements to S (line 19).
Thus, the cardinality of S is depends on s and b. In detail, S is at most
1+(s−1)+b(s−1) = s+b(s−1)
because (S,E,T,An) can be not closed at most s−1 times. As the same as the teacher replies counter-
examples at most s−1 times. And each time the teacher replies with a counterexample of length b, S will
be increased by at most b elements.
The cardinality of E is at most s, because (S,E,T,An) can be not consistent at most s−1 times.
The cardinality of S ·An could calculate from two parts: the cardinality of S and the cardinality of An.
We already know the cardinality of S is at most s+b(s−1). As the definition of An, let k be the cardinality
of Σ. Therefore the cardinality of An is k+n+2 and the cardinality of S ·An is (k+n+2)(s+b(s−1))
at most.
Therefore, the maximum cardinality of (S∪S ·An) ·E is at most
(k+n+2)(s+b(s−1))s= O((k+n)bs2).
The minimal automaton M has s states and the table (S,E,T,An) has one row initially. In the worst
case, the table (S,E,T,An) adds only a distinguished row by every counterexample. The algorithm
produces at most s−1 equivalence queries.
Running nL?: An Example Given a finite alphabet Σ = {a,b}, we have an example of learning a
language L representing as canonical nominal regular expression cne = ab〈1∗〉.
In the first step, we initialize S1 = {ε}, E1 = {ε}, n = 0 and A0 = Σ, and construct T1 as follows.
Step 1
T1=
‖ ‖ ε
0 ε P
0 a P
0 b 0
(S1,E1,T1,A0) consistent? There is only one row in
S, thus the table is consistent.
(S1,E1,T1,A0) closed? No, row(b) 6= row(ε).
So, S2← S1∪{b} and we go to step 2.
Step 2
Let S2 = S∪{b} and E2 = E and then construct a new observation table (S2,E2,T2,A0) through member-
ship queries.
T2=
‖ ‖ ε
0 ε P
0 b 0
0 a P
0 aa 0
0 ab P
(S2,E2,T2,A0) closed?
√
(S2,E2,T2,A0) consistent?
√
Then, we compute the automaton M:
q0start q1
a
b
a
b
Teacher replies no and a counterexample, say, ab〈〈1.〉〉.
It is in L not in M. And we go to step 3.
Step 3
Let S3← S2∪{a,ab,ab〈〈1.,ab〈〈1.〉〉}, E3← E2, and n = 1, and then, the alphabet is extended to A1 =
Σ∪ n∪{〈〈,〉〉}. We should construct new observation tables sequentially through membership queries.
Then we check the new table for closeness and consistency.
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T3=
‖ ‖ ε
0 ε P
0 b 0
0 a P
0 ab P
1 ab〈〈1. P
0 ab〈〈1.〉〉 1
1 〈〈1. 0
0 a P
0 ab〈〈1.〉〉a 0
0 ab〈〈1.〉〉b 0
1 ab〈〈1.1 P
1 ab〈〈1.a 0
· · · · · · · · ·
(S3,E3,T3,A1) consistent?
No, row(ab) = row(ε) but row(ab〈〈1.) 6= row(〈〈1.) .
(S3,E3,T3,A1) closed?
No, row(〈〈1.) with ‖〈〈1.‖= 1 has a fresh content.
Step 4
Let S4← S3∪{〈〈1.},E4← E3∪{〈〈1.}, we should construct a new observation table (S4,E4,T4,A1) and
check the new table for closeness and consistency.
T4=
‖ ‖ ε 〈〈1.
0 ε P 0
0 b 0 0
0 a P 0
0 ab P P
1 ab〈〈1. P ⊥
0 ab〈〈1.〉〉 1 0
1 〈〈1. 0 ⊥
0 ba 0 0
0 bb 0 0
1 ab〈〈1.1 P ⊥
1 ab〈〈1.a 0 ⊥
·· · · · · · · · · · ·
Once the table is closed and consistent, we ask an
equivalence query.
Finally, the teacher replies “yes” to an equivalence
query about. The learning progress terminates. The
learner automaton is as below.
q0start q1 q2
q3
q4 q5
q6
a
b
a
b
a,b
〈〈
a,b
1
〉〉
a,b
a,b
a,b,1
〉〉
5 Conclusions
The learning algorithm L? was introduced more than thirty years ago and has been intensively extended
to many types of models in following years. This algorithm continues to attract the attention of many
researchers [2, 36, 9].
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We designed a learning algorithm for a class of languages over infinite alphabet; more precisely,
we have considered nominal regular languages with binders [25, 27]. We have tackled the finitary
representations of the alphabets, words and automata for retaining the basic scheme and ideas of L?.
Hence, we revised and added definitions for the nominal words and automata. Further, accounting for
names and the allocation and deallocation operations, we revised the data structures and notions in L?.
Accordingly, we have proposed the learning algorithm, nL?, to stress the progress of learning a nominal
language with binders. We have proved the correctness and analysed the complexities of nL?.
As for L?, a key factor for the effectiveness of and nL? is the selection of counterexamples. Due
to possibly infinite number of candidate counterexamples, the selection of the counterexamples is non-
deterministic in nL?. We are developing an implementation of nL? to study effective mechanisms to resolve
this non-determinism. Interestingly, the rich structure of nominal automata offer different directions to
solve this problem. In fact, we started to investigate this issue and defined two different strategies used by
the teacher to generate counterexamples based on the “size” of the counterexamples and on the preference
of the teacher for counterexamples with maximal or minimal number of fresh names. Initial experiments
show how the strategies impact on the convergence of nL?. This immediately suggest that nL? could be
improved by designing different strategies to generate “better” counterexamples, that is counterexamples
that allow the learner to learn “more quickly”.
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